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Abstract
Different types of research have been done on multi-agent systems regarding normative systems. This
research addresses the enforcement of norms by a multi-agent system. More specifically this thesis
investigates the question whether or not it is possible for a normative multi-agent system to regulate
the norms in a collaborative virtual environment. The collaborative virtual environment used in this
research is called Club Time Machine and is inhabited by users with the age between 6 and 12. To
ensure a good interaction between the human users and the multi-agent system, the reasoning of the
system will be done based on a BDI-model which also incorporates normative rules. This BDI-model is
designed and simulated with the LEADSTO software. The traces generated by the simulations of the
LEADSTO software are then checked with the help of Temporal Trace Language (TTL) properties to
test if the model functions properly. A framework is designed for the multi-agent system to integrate
this BDI-model and let the multi-agent system inhabit the collaborative virtual environment. To
test this framework and thereby the research goal a number of test cases have been defined. The
framework then outputs the results of these test cases into LEADSTO traces, which can be checked
with the defined TTL properties. The experiments show that the normative multi-agent system first
increases the number of norm violations. However, over a period of time the users become accustomed
to the agent and then they comply to the norms of the virtual environment.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Virtual environments
Virtual environments are typically described as computer-based or computer-generated simulated en-
vironments which are inhabited by virtual users (agents) and/or human users (avatars). Virtual envi-
ronments are used for many different purposes. They are for example used for educational purposes
so that teachers are able to teach to students who are not able to attend lectures. Or for business
purposes so business transactions can be done over great distances while the impression is given that
the attendants of the business transaction are in the same room. But virtual environments are mostly
being used for entertainment purposes and research purposes. In entertainment virtual environments
humans experience being in another time or in another world. They do this through avatars. Recently
virtual environments are being used for multi-agent research. The virtual environment provides the
agents an environment were they can interact or express certain behaviour which is being researched.
There are multiple types of virtual environments. The most common known types of virtual
environments are:
• Collaborative Virtual Environments (CVEs), are virtual environments which are inhabited by
large numbers of users. These users can interact with each other and virtual agents via avatars.
Some examples of CVEs are Second Life [28] and Kaneva [17]. CVEs provide users the oppor-
tunity to express themselves in a different way, than they do in the real world. So CVEs have
mainly an entertainment purpose.
• Immersive Virtual Environments (IVEs), are virtual environments which require technical equip-
ment such as a head mounted display or room with displays which track a users head and body
position, facial expressions and gestures, and other information. This way a user experiences
that he actually is present in the virtual environment. An example of a IVE is the VR parachute
trainer of the U.S. navy [31].
• Massively Multiplayer Online Games (MMOGs), are virtual environments which are based on
a certain theme (e.g. a fantasy theme with elfs and dwarfs). These virtual environments are
typically used as online computer games such as World of Warcraft [34], Sims Online [29] and
Runescape [24].
• Multi-user domains (MUDs), are text-based virtual environments. These virtual environments
were created before it was possible to create graphical environments, but nowadays still exist as
text-based online computer games such as Planetia [21].
The research described in this paper is based on a multi-agent system. This term will be explained in
section 1.2. As was mentioned before virtual environments are commonly used in multi-agent research.
The research described in this paper will make use of a virtual environment which is a combination
of a CVE and a MMOG. The virtual environment used for the research is called Club Time Machine.
Club Time Machine is both a virtual environment with a theme and designed for users to interact with
each other. The theme of Club Time Machine is time travelling. The game consist of multiple time
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periods and in each time period there are multiple rooms where the users can walk around with their
avatar. Their avatar is called a Hoover and with their Hoover they are able to work around in these
times, interact with other Hoovers, play games with other Hoovers or play educational games.
1.2 Multi-agent systems
A multi-agent system is a system that consists of software agents. A definition of agent is described
in [16]: ”an agent is a computer system, situated in some environment, that is capable of flexible
autonomous action in order to meet its design objectives”. In [16] is also described that an agent
is considered an agent when it has the following properties, it has to be: responsive, pro-active,
autonomous and social. When an agent has these four properties it is considered to have a weak
notion of agency. When an agent is also equipped with the Belief-Desire-Intention (BDI) model of
human practical reasoning [10], we talk of strong agency. The agents in a multi-agent system interact
with each other to solve a problem which ideally is a problem that has more solving methods and
multiple solving perspectives, but especially a problem which can’t be solved centralized. The types
of interaction needed to solve such problems include cooperation, coordination and negotiation. These
interactions not only take place between agents but also between agents and humans.
A lot of research is being performed on agents and multi-agent systems, but the research area this
paper will focus on will be the area of norms and normative systems in multi-agent systems. Many
types of research have been done involving norms and agents. Research on the importance of norms in
multi-agent systems [4], norm emergence in agent societies [19, 26], internal representation of norms in
agents [32] and how agents adopt norms and comply to norms [25, 27] and many more types of research.
However, little research is done on the applicability of the previous described concepts in virtual agents
which not only interact with each other but also interact with human controlled avatars in virtual
environments. This paper will discuss how a normative multi-agent system can be used in virtual
environment which is mainly used by human controlled avatars. Specifically the paper will discuss
how a normative multi-agent system can be used to prevent cyber-bullying in virtual environments.
Cyber-bullying is becoming more of a problem with the large number of virtual environments created
nowadays. The next section 1.3 will describe cyber-bullying.
1.3 Cyber bullying
With the advent of electronic communication technologies a new type of bullying has started to occur.
This type of bullying is described as cyber bullying. In [3] the following definition is given for cyber
bullying: ”Cyber-bullying is the general term describing any communication activity using cyber tech-
nology that could be considered harmful to individual or collective well-being.” Like normal bullying
it involves predation, hate group recruitment, invasion of personal privacy, harassment, stalking and
harmful speech and behavior. The use of electronic communication technologies has increased expo-
nentially in past years. A lot of different forms of communication have started to appear: instant
messaging, text message, forums, social communities, virtual societies, etc. With all these different
forms of communication cyber-bullying has become a very large problem to these virtual societies.
There are many different forms of cyber bullying. In [3] the most common forms of cyber-bullying
are described. These forms are:
• Anonymity is placement of comments on the web that cannot be directly attributed to a specific
person. On the web users place comments or messages under a pseudonym or under no name
at all. The type of bullying linked to anonymity is called masquerading. Masquerading is an
elaborate form of pseudonym when the perpetrator masquerades as the victim or someone else.
• Flaming is using a heated argument, frequently including offensive or vulgar language, that occur
in public communication environments, such as discussion boards or groups, chat rooms, news
groups or virtual environments. Flamers usually make use of inappropriate capital letters and
lots of emoticons (visual representations of emotions) to increase the intensity of their argument.
• Harassment is very similar to harassment in ”normal” bullying. It includes offensive messages and
invading someones privacy. The techniques used to harass people however are very diverse. The
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offensive messages include bombardment, repetition and timing of messages. Invading someones
privacy in cyber-bullying is called cyberstalking. Frequently with cyberstalking there is a threat,
or at least a belief, that the virtual stalking could become real stalking.
• Outing is a public display, posting, or forwarding of personal communication or images, especially
communication that contains sensitive personal information or images that are sexual in nature.
• Exclusion is the process of excluding certain persons from social groups. The person will be denied
access to certain email lists or they can be excluded from conversations in virtual environments
or chat rooms.
Research like [13] shows us that internet filters have a very marginal effect on reducing unwanted
access to websites like pornography sites. In [3] is described that the only real solution to the problem
in the intervention of the parents and teacher. However since the majority of the internet users in
under the age 25, this presents a problem, because this means that parents and teachers are not as
familiar with the internet and it’s possibilities as their children do. So therefore it is really hard for
them to check if their children are involved in bullying activities or even to check if they are being
bullied.
This paper will discuss whether a multi-agent system can be an aid or maybe even a solution to
this problem. This will be explained in the next section: 1.4.
1.4 Thesis Goals
Since virtual environments are becoming more popular, the problems which come with these virtual
societies are becoming also larger. The previous section shows that cyber-bullying is becoming a large
problem amongst the adolescent users of these virtual environments. Since cyber-bullying can be seen
as violating the norms of a social society, sometimes to a very severe degree, normative multi-agent
systems can help to eliminate this problem. As section 1.2 describes, normative multi-agent system
studies have focussed on multi-agent systems being able to understand normative rules and complying
to them. To prevent cyber-bullying it would mean that an agent should also be able to understand
normative rules but instead of complying to them, they will need to be able to enforce them. The
difference shown between the 2 research methods is shown in figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Own action management VS User action management
In the left figure the Agent receives an action from a user in the external world (this can also be
a communication action). The agent then generates a possible action based on reasoning between the
received action and its knowledge base. A normal agent would consider this its final action, but a
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normative agent first checks the possible action against the normative rule base to check if it doesn’t
violate any norms. If not the possible action will become a final action. If the action does violate
a norm then a sanction will follow. So the agent will punish itself so that the next time it will not
perform that action again. In the right figure the agent also receives an action from a user in the
external world. The Agent in this situation is not going to reason with this action but will first check
if the action of the user doesn’t violate any norms with the help of the normative rule base. The
normative rule base will return a possible action. These possible actions will consist of sanction/no-
sanction and reward/no-reward. The agent will then generate an action based on reasoning between
the possible action and the knowledge base.
The goal of this thesis will be therefore to create a normative multi-agent system which is able to
interpret behavior and based on a set of normative rules decide whether a user of a virtual environment
is complying to those normative rules. The goal of this thesis can be defined with the following research
question:
• Can normative agents help maintain the social laws of a virtual society?
This research question can be divided in the following sub-research questions:
• Is a normative agent capable of recognizing human norms and violations of these norms?
• Can a normative agent enforce human users to abide the social rules or norms?
In order to answer these research questions and to achieve the goal the multi-agent system will
need a collaborative virtual environment with human controlled avatars. A suited collaborative virtual
environment for this purpose is Club Time Machine. Club Time Machine is a virtual environment
created for children between the age of 6 and 12, were they can be entertained, educated and interact
socially with other children. This virtual environment is suited because of two reasons. First, the
users in the virtual environment interact socially, so there are social norms the multi-agent system
can monitor. Second, the target group of the environment is children and in groups of children a lot
bullying activities occur.
The next thing that needs to be considered in order to achieve the research goal is that the human
controlled avatars need to take the agents seriously. Otherwise the normative agents won’t be able
to enforce the normative rules. In order to make sure that the human controlled avatars take the
agents seriously they will need to react and behave as human like as possible. To do that the agents
will be created based on a BDI-model [23]. The BDI-model provides an easy and transparent way of
modelling this type of behavior. This is because the rules in a BDI-model are humanly readable and
can be interpreted by a BDI interpreter.
With the virtual environment defined the normative multi-agent system can be created. Before
defining how the normative multi-agent system will be created, first the definition of normative multi-
agent systems is given in chapter 2. It describes what a normative system is and how it can relate
to a multi-agent system. Chapter 2 will also describe what types of models there are in normative
multi-agent systems. Next, in chapter 3 the framework of the normative multi-agent system will be
described, i.e. how the normative multi-agent system is set up and what technologies will be used to
recognize the behavior and how the normative rules will be incorporated in the BDI-model. Next, in
chapter 4 will be described how the BDI-rules will be implemented. It will describe how the rules will
first be implemented and tested with the Leadsto software. The Leadsto software described in [8] is
software created by the Vrije Universiteit of Amsterdam in order to simulate behavior. After simulating
the model with the help of Leadsto the rules will be implemented and tested in Club Time Machine.
In chapter 5 the scenario for the experiments will be described. Next, in chapter 6 the results of both
Leadsto and Club Time Machine will be presented. The results will also be automatically analyzed
with the use of TTL properties. TTL properties are formal annotated properties of in this case the
behaviour of an agent. These properties are created with the use of the TTL checker described in [7]
which is part of the Leadsto software. Both the Leadsto software and the agent in Club Time Machine
will generate Leadsto trace files. These trace files can then be loaded in the TTL checker where the
checker then checks if the predefined TTL properties hold for those traces. Finally, in chapter 7 the
conclusion of the research will be presented.
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Chapter 2
Multi-agent systems and norms
This chapter will describe what a normative system is and what type of research it has been involved
with. In section 2.2 will be described how a normative system can be incorporated into a multi-agent
system. And it will describe what the definition of a normative multi-agent system is. In the last
section 2.3 the different types of models, which have been created for normative multi-agent systems,
will be explained. It will also describe which model will be used for this thesis.
2.1 Normative systems
Norms are a set of unwritten rules in a society or social laws. Habermas defines in [14] a norm as
”fulfilling a generalized expectation of behaviour”. Norms have different functions in a society. First
it defines the membership of an agent to a society. Because by complying to the norms of a society
the agent agrees to the rules of a society. Second norms provide order to a society. Because they are
regulations of society describing what members can and can not do. And last norms distribute the
workload of individual agents, because it is too big a workload for a single agent or unit to check if
agents comply to norms. A normative system makes sure every agent checks if every agent complies
to the norms. Every agent has a task in a society, normative rules make sure an agent fulfils its task.
When an agent complies to the norm and performs its appointed task, it will be rewarded, if not it
will receive a sanction. Norms can be distinguished in three different types of actions. A norm can be
an obligation, permission or a prohibition.
Research on norms has been an original study of social sciences. Sociologist Habermas developed
four ”action models” on norms [14]:
• The teleological action model, in this action model the agent chooses between different actions,
alternatives, based on maximising utility. This action model is therefore also known as the
strategical action model.
• The normatively regulated action model, in this action model an agent is considered to be a part
of a group. So in this action model an agent not only chooses his action based on its strategical
value but also on its social value.
• The dramaturgical action model, in this action model an agent acts upon its internal belief,
desires and intentions. This action model is a model on the inner world of an agent.
• The communicative action model, this model is a combination of the other three action models.
It uses the internal view of the dramaturgical action model, the external view of the teleological
model and the normative action model to express the social view.
In the 1950’s most research in sociology on norms became out of interest. However norms were still
an interesting research topic in other research areas such as Economics, Psychology and Computer
Science. Since norms are an important aspect of social groups and societies, norms are a big research
topic for researchers in multi-agent systems. Because multi-agent systems can be considered as digital
societies, researchers from the Artificial Intelligence research area research the applicability of the
concept of norms in these digital societies.
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2.2 Normative systems and multi-agent systems
Multi-agent systems are considered social societies, therefore there have to be social rules in these social
societies, because without any rules even the simplest goals would become unachievable. Driving a
car without traffic rules for example would be impossible. These rules are introduced in multi-agent
systems in the form of norms. These type of multi-agent systems are called normative multi-agents
systems. A normative multi-agent system is defined as set of normative agents. And a normative agent
is an agent controlled by a set of norms or reasons with a set of norms. The normative multi-agent
systems research area consists actually of two research area’s: the normative systems and the multi-
agent systems. A normative system can be described as a system which is regulated by norms. Deontic
logic is often used to describe normative systems in computer science. Deontic logic was founded by
von Wright in 1951 [35]. With the deontic logic he defined deontic modalities of obligation O and
permission P . Thus, O(x) means ”it is obligatory that x” and P (x) means ”it is permitted that x”.
His idea was that these modalities were related to each other in the same way necessity and possibility
in modal logic are related to each other. This paper will focus on the interaction between agents and
humans in virtual environments. Like it is stated in [4]: ”Norms are essential for artificial agents
that are to display behaviour comparable to human intelligent behaviour or collaborate with humans,
because the use of norms is the key of human social intelligence.” Norms will be introduced in the
virtual environment to control the interaction.
Although norms are the key of human social intelligence it can not be monitored, whether au-
tonomous agents and human controlled avatars violate norms, by a central processing unit or program.
Because a virtual environment can consist of numerous agents, artificial or human, and these agents
can perform even more actions, it would be too big a workload for a single program. A normative
multi-agent system could fulfil this task much more efficiently. Many different models and frameworks
for normative multi-agent systems for different types of virtual environments have been researched.
These models and frameworks could be used to enable agents to recognise normative behaviour. By
recognising normative behaviour agents would also be able to recognise norm violations. When an
agent is able recognise norm violation it could act as a social law enforcer, so that the virtual environ-
ment will not result into chaos.
2.3 Models on normative multi-agent systems
The research in normative multi-agent system led to various models and frameworks to represent and
describe these systems. Many of these models have been discussed and theoretically proven. However
in order to really test if these models are usable in an environment, is to implement them into a multi-
agent system and see if these agents can operate in a virtual environment which is also inhabited by
human controlled agents. Therefore this thesis will describe a number of models and discuss if they
could be implemented in a multi-agent system, so that it would be possible to practically prove if these
models work in a ”real” environment. The models which will be discussed are:
• NMAS based on SMART agent framework
• ISLANDER framework formalism
• OMNI framework
• MAS-SOC
A more detailed discussion about these frameworks and their properties is given in [30].
2.3.1 NMAS based on SMART agent framework
This framework was designed by Lo´pez y Lo´pez et al. [18]. A normative agent framework normally is
designed to represent norms and how agents reason with these norms. This framework also represents
the relationships between agents. It represents how these relationships change due to compliance with,
or violation of the norms and how the agents’ decision making changes as a result of these relationships.
To construct the formal model the framework uses the Z specification language. Furthermore the
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framework is based on the SMART agent framework described in [15]. It uses the concepts from the
SMART agent framework together with the Z notation to represented the key concepts of normative
systems: obligations, permissions and prohibitions. As was previously mentioned this framework
also represents the relationships in the normative multi-agent system. In order to do this agents will
first be given a certain role:
• legislator, is an agent which creates, modifies, or abolishes norms.
• defender, is an agent which applies the punishments or gives the rewards.
• police, is an agent which monitors the compliance with norms.
• addressee, is an agent which is responsible for the achievement of a normative goal.
• beneficiaries, is an agent which benefits from a goal being satisfied.
By defining relationships between roles, all the relationships between agents will be represented in the
framework.
2.3.2 ISLANDER framework formalism
The ISLANDER framework is a framework designed to introduce norms to multi-agent systems. It
has for example been used to model and implement an electronic Auction house (the Fishmarket).
ISLANDER is dialogical system where interactions are a composition of message exchanges. The
ISLANDER framework has been mainly designed to implement norms in a multi-agent system. Because
of this it is not possible to model an entire normative system for a virtual environment. In order to be
able to model a normative system for a virtual environment but still be able to implement this model
the ISLANDER formalism was created [32]. The formalism also uses the AMELI platform [12], which
allows agent actions based on the rules provided by ISLANDER model.
In ISLANDER there are two types of norms: restrictivenorms and impositivenorms. The re-
strictive norms are expressed in ISLANDER through the performative structure. The performative
structure defines which conversations are allowed to take place. The performative structure can be
depicted as a collection of scene nodes. A scene node represents the state of a conversation. Scenes
are connected with each other through labeled arcs. A labeled arc has is specification of which roles
are allowed to travel to another node. Moreover, there are transition nodes which mediate different
types of connections among the scenes. The impositive norms are norms to trigger obligations. These
norms express the consequences of actions.
The ISLANDER formalism also describes the processes it should perform when the framework is
implemented. The following three related processes should be implemented:
• the detection of when a norm is active
• the detection of a violation on norm
• the handling of the violation.
Norms can conflict other norms, unlike other frameworks the ISLANDER formalism detects if
norms influence each other. When a norm is defeated or conflicted by another norm a condition can
be added to a norm. When a norm influences a norm a certain situation a condition can be added to
the norm, to resolve the conflict.
2.3.3 OMNI framework
The OMNI(Organizational Model for Normative Institutions) framework is designed by V. Dignum
et al. [11]. It is a framework designed not only to model a normative multi-agent system but to
model a whole range of MAS. In order to do this it models the MAS in three dimensions: Norma-
tive, Organizational and Ontological. Furthermore, the framework models a MAS in three levels of
abstraction:
• Abstract level, to model the terms that are generic for an organization. The abstract level is a
high level of abstraction.
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• Concrete level, to model the refined generic terms from the previous level in a formal way in
terms of norms and rules, roles, landmarks and ontological concepts.
• Implementation level, to model the formal concepts from the previous level in a multi-agent
architecture.
Every dimension of the framework is modelled in these three abstraction levels. The three dimen-
sions model a different view of the multi-agent system:
• The Organizational dimension models the all the roles and dependencies within the system using
a interaction structure.
• The Normative dimension models all the norms and how they apply to all the dependencies
between the roles described in the organizational model.
• The Ontological dimension models the content and the language for the communication. This
content is modelled in the form of a meta ontology that defines all the concepts of the framework.
2.3.4 MAS-SOC
The MAS-SOC (Multi-Agent Simulations for the SOCial Sciences) was designed by Okuyama et al.
[20]. MAS-SOC is a platform to implement normative multi-agent systems. This platform uses an
extended version of AgentSpeak interpreted by Jason [6] to define the norms. The literature however
does not describe how these norms are interpreted by the agents. What the platform however does
describe are the notions of normative places and normative objects. The platform describes a norm
valid for a certain time and place. So a norm only holds for an agent of a certain role and if that
agent is in a certain area on a specific time. Considering a ”real” society this is actually the case.
For example a person should not make bad comments about another person when the other person is
in the same place. But also by adding a spatial dimension to the norm certain norms can get more
specific. For example ”respect the elder” is a norm which is hard to formalise however, when an agent
is in a bus this could be translated into ”give up your seat to an elder”. The platform also describes
that it is possible that the normative place could change, since a norm holds for a certain location.
Therefore there are two types of normative places. A static and dynamic normative place. The static
normative place always holds for a certain location but a dynamic normative place can change due
environmental factors or because an agent assigns the normative place to another location. In order to
model different concepts about a certain location ELMS (Environment Description Language for Multi-
Agent Simulation) is used. Furthermore the model also describes that not only agents or locations can
define norms, also objects. For example a sign can obligate, permit or prohibit an agent to perform
certain actions.
2.4 Thesis normative multi-agent system model
All four models described in the previous section all have different qualities which makes the model
useful to achieve the goal of this thesis. The qualities of these four models are discussed in [30]. This
section will discuss all the models and their aspects to determine if the model can be used for this
thesis. Both the SMART framework and the ISLANDER framework give a clear representation of the
norms within a multi-agent system by using a formal notation to represent the norms. This is very
useful since the formal notation gives an insight in the normative rules. The ISLANDER framework
also describes how the formal notation can be implemented in a software system with the help of
software platform. However both formal notations don’t take the BDI-model into account, which is
necessary since the multi-agent system which is going to be for thesis will be based on the BDI-model.
The OMNI framework not only focusses on the normative side of the system but it also is describes
the organizational and the ontological side of the system. This is very useful for normative multi-
agent systems which work in an organization where the organization and an ontology of the system
need to be described. The normative multi-agent system created for the thesis is not situated in an
organization. There is only one type of agent and one type of user so defining the organizational
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and ontological view of the system would not be useful. As is described in section 2.3.3 the OMNI-
framework also splits the three views into three abstraction levels. This gives a very clear overview of
the entire normative multi-agent system. By dividing the model into the three abstraction levels all
the aspects of the system can be described in detail. The MAS-SOC platform uses the AgentSpeak to
describe the normative rules as is described in section 2.3.4 and these rules make up the agent model.
The normative rules form the plans and goals of the agent. This is a good way of incorporating the
normative rules into the BDI-model which will be used by the normative multi-agent system of this
thesis. The platform however lacks the ability to describe the model in a formal way.
In conclusion all the four models have different aspects which make it suitable to model the nor-
mative multi-agent system of this thesis but none of them have all the aspects needed to be the right
model. Therefore the model created for this thesis will be a separate model which uses the useful
aspects of the four models. The model or framework will be described using three abstraction levels,
like is done in the OMNI framework. The abstract level will describe the model on high level using
an informal and semi-formal language. The concrete level will be used to describe the rules with a
formal notation like is done in the SMART and ISLANDER framework. However, the formal notation
of both models will not be used for the framework of this thesis; this will be done by using the formal
notation of the Leadsto software. Finally, the implementation level will be described by the use of
AgentSpeak interpreted by Jason, like is done in the MAS-SOC model. How this all comes together is
described in the following chapter 3.
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Chapter 3
Framework for Normative
multi-agent system
Before creating the framework a few technical details needed to be researched in order to discover
any restrictions to the framework. The first possible technical restriction is the developing language.
To determine the programming language in which the framework is going to be created, there needs
to be looked at the environment in which the framework is going to be created and deployed. The
development environment is going to be a Windows XP based laptop. The deployment environment
however is going to be a CentOS 5.2 (Linux) server. This means that there needs to be dealt with
platform independency. The best progamming language to have platform independency is Java, be-
cause Java is the only language where the compiled code runs on multiple operating systems. Now
that the programming language has been selected there is a second possible restriction. If there are
any existing modules being used inside the framework there has to be either an API written in Java
or an interface where the framework can communicate with. In the previous section 2.4 was concluded
that the best way of implementing the BDI-model is by using AgentSpeak interpreted by Jason. The
Jason interpreter is created in Java so this can be integrated easily. In section 1.1 and section 1.4 is
explained that the environment which the agents are going to inhabit is Club Time Machine. Club
Time Machine is based on an application called SmartFox. The SmartFox server is created based on
Java, however the API created to communicate with the server is created in Action Script. Fortunately
there is also an API created in Java, this API however is a non-supported API and is a beta release.
So all the bugs which are still in the API need to be solved during the development of the framework.
Now all the technical details have been researched the framework can be defined. This will be
done in section 3.1. This section will describe how the framework is built up and how all the modules
interact with each other. At the heart of the framework is the behavior recognition engine, this engine
is built up out of different modules itself. These modules are AI and non-AI modules. The AI modules
are modules that incorporate AI techniques to perform their task. This behavior recognition engine
will be further explained in section 3.2. Next, the norms and BDI rules need to be defined, so they
can be implemented in the framework, this is done in section 3.3. In this section will also be described
how these rules are implemented in AgentSpeak. Finally the agents need to interact with each other
in order to perform as efficiently as possible. How the communication is handled between the agents
will be described in section 3.4.
3.1 Framework architecture
The goal of the normative agent is to recognize behavior performed by the users in the world and
based on this behavior the agent will need to reason whether the user violates a norm or complies
to a norm. This goal can be divided into two sub goals. First the agent will need to recognize the
behavior performed by the user. Because the agent will receive only data from the server, it will need
to recognize behavior from this data. Second, based on the recognized behavior the agent will need to
reason with normative and BDI-rules what its actions will be to achieve the research goal. Based on
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these sub goals the main framework architecture will be composed out of two parts as shown in figure
3.1.
Figure 3.1: Architecture
The first part is the behavior recognition engine which translates the user actions, received from
the SmartFox Server, to concrete behavior. How the engine performs this task will be described in the
following section 3.2. The behavior performed by the user will then be sent to the Normative agent,
which contains the Jason interpreter. The interpreter will decide based on the received behavior and
the rules what action the agent will perform to achieve its goals. How this is done will be described in
section 3.3. In order to analyze the systems behavior afterwards all the reasoning cycles will be logged.
This is done by the XML logger. Per cycle all the events which result from fired rules will be written
in the XML file. This file can be converted to a Leadsto trace which can then be analyzed with the
use of TTL checker.
3.2 Behavior recognition
There are certain types of behavior that users are not allowed to perform or are considered as norm
violations while other types of behavior are considered as norm fulfilling behavior. What these types
of behavior are will be explained in section 3.3. However, to detect these types of behavior the agent
needs to be able to recognize these types of behavior. This is done by the behavior recognition engine.
At the heart of this engine we find the action interpreter which is based on the SmartFox Server API.
The SFS API receives all the commands performed by the users in a certain room (e.g. UserA moves
to pointA or UserB sends a publicmessageB). These types of commands will need to be transformed
into the types of behavior. This will be done by modules which contain algorithms or methods which
are able to translate these commands into the types of behavior the agents needs to detect. In order
to recognize all the types of behavior needed to perform its goal, there are two modules defined in the
architecture. First there is the follow detection module in order to recognize the behavior ”follow”.
Second there is the pattern recognition module which enables to agent to recognize the behavior types:
”insulting”, ”greet”, ”help”, ”compliment”.
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3.2.1 Follow detection
Following is considered a norm violation, because when UserA follows UserB around UserB can find
this very annoying. Following can also be seen as a form of chasing. Chasing is a very common form
of behavior performed by agents or Non-Person Characters as they are commonly referred to in game
development. In [9] a couple of algorithms are described how to perform this task. However chasing is
very different from chase detection. The agent needs to detect whether UserA is continuously moving
to the same location as UserB. However the chance that UserA moves to exactly the same location as
UserB is very small. Therefore the follow detection module will check is UserB moves into the vicinity
of UserA. The vicinity is defined as an area of 100 pixels around the user which is called the private
space. The follow detection module keeps track of the users in the world together with the amount
of times a user steps into the private space of another user successively. If UserA steps successively
into the private space of UserB more than 3 times, without moving anywhere else, then the follow
detection module will report to the normative agent that UserA has performed follow behavior.
3.2.2 Speech patterns and pattern recognition
In order to recognize the behavior types: insulting, greet, help, compliment, some natural language
processing (NLP) needs to be done. To decide which NLP module is suited for this task there needs to
be decided which parts of the natural language understanding need to be performed by the module. As
is explained in [1] natural language processing consists of the elements: Morphology, Syntax, Semantics
and Pragmatics. [1] gives the following description for these elements:
• Morphology is the first stage of analysis once input has been received. It looks at the ways in
which words break down into their components and how that affects their grammatical status.
• Syntax concerns applying the rules of the target language’s grammar, its task is to determine
the role of each word in a sentence and organize this data into a structure that is more easily
manipulated for further analysis.
• Semantics addresses the examination of the meaning of the words and sentences, Semantics
convey useful information relevant to the scenario as a whole.
• Pragmatics addresses the sequence of steps taken that expose the overall purpose of the state-
ment being analyzed. This is broken down into Ambiguity and Disambiguation to facilitate
understanding.
Based on these descriptions there can be concluded that the only task that needs to be performed
by the NLP module is to identify the semantics of a sentence, because the semantics of a sentence will
determine a type of behavior. For example when someone says ”Hello” the semantics or meaning of this
sentence is to greet someone, which is one of the types of behavior the agent needs to recognize. However
all the existing NLP modules focus on all four sections of NLP, which results into a lot of redundant
tasks. Therefore it would be better to use a module which specifically identifies the semantics of a
sentence. A different technique used to analyze text is used in Chatterbots. Chatterbots don’t process
the text; they only match the text to a pattern. A chatterbot is a computer program that simulates an
intelligent conversation. The first chatterbot is Eliza [33] who simulated a Rogerian psychotherapist.
Another chatterbot is A.L.I.C.E., Artificial Linguistics Internet Computer Entity [2], which has its
own development language called AIML (Artificial Intelligent Markup Language). A.L.I.C.E. uses a
pattern matching algorithm to match the inputted text against patterns which are stored in AIML
files. An example of an AIML section is as follows:
<aiml>
<category>
<pattern>HI</pattern>
<template>Hi, how are you?</template>
</category>
</aiml>
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When a user inputs ”Hi” the pattern matching module in the chatbot will then match the input
to all the patterns in AIML files. In this case it will find the pattern shown above and the chatbot
will then output the text ”Hi, how are you?”. If this pattern matching technique is slightly changed
it can be used to identify the semantics of a sentence or in this case a pattern. To elaborate on this,
if not simply a response is assigned to the pattern but a meaning, then we can identify a meaning of
a sentence. For example if the output, like in this template, is to greet then the module will output
that the meaning of the inputted sentence ”Hi” has the meaning greeting. Since the output is sent to
the normative agent which is a rule based engine, the output needs to be in form of a fact. So the
pattern matching module output observation result(performed(user1, greet)). The agent will then
create a belief about this observation, how this is done is described in section 3.3. In this way the
pattern matching module is perfect to identify the behavior types: insulting, greet, help, compliment.
Examples of the pattern for these behavior types can be found in appendix A.
To implement a pattern matching module the framework needs a Java implemented engine of an
Alice chatbot. In [2] there is a Java implementation of the Alice chatbot which is called Chatterbean.
This Chatterbean module will be used as pattern matching module in this framework and it will
identify the behavior types the same way greet is identified.
3.3 Rule and Norm base
Now that all the types of behavior can be recognized by the agent, the agent needs to decide based on
these types of behavior or actions whether a user should be punished or rewarded. In order to do this
the normative rules need to be incorporated into the BDI-model. So a Normative BDI-model needs to
be created. This will be described in the following section.
3.3.1 Normative BDI-model
This section will describe the BDI-model and how the normative rules are incorporated in the BDI-
model. As was described in the previous chapter the agent will decide based on the behavior or actions
of the user whether it needs to be punished or rewarded. So in other words the actions of the agents
are based on the actions of the user. How the reasoning is done is shown in figure 3.2.
The figure shows that the agent receives information from the external world (or in this case Smart-
Fox Server). Based on this information the agent takes a few reasoning steps in order to determine
which action it needs to perform. The squares represent these reasoning steps. The agent not only
uses the received information but also some initial beliefs to determine its actions. These initial beliefs
contain the beliefs about the normative rules and they are represented in the figure by the parallel-
ograms. Together with the beliefs the user creates based on the received information they make up
the belief base of the agent which will be described in the next section 3.3.2. The contents of the
reasoning steps are described as follows. Every reasoning step consists of one or more rules. And every
rule consists of an antecedent and a consequent. The antecedents are facts that are inputted into the
normative agent and the consequents are the facts which result form these rules. Per reasoning step
the rules together with the ontology of facts are described next.
Observed user behaviour
The agent receives observations about certain behavior of a user.
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Figure 3.2: Reasoning flowchart
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Belief generation user reputation
If this behavior is joining a world then the agent will generate a belief about the users reputation.
if observation_result(user_join(u1))
and not belief(exists(u1))
then belief(user_rep(u1, 1.0))
and belief(user_exists(u1))
Fact Description
observation_result(user_join(u1)) The agent observes that user u1 joins the room.
belief(exists(u1)) The agent believes that user u1 has ever joined the world.
So the user exists for the agent.
belief(user_rep(u1, 1.0)) The agent believes that user u1 has a user reputation 1.0.
The user reputation is represented as real number between
1 and 0.
Belief generation action performed
If this behavior is an action then the agent will generate a belief that this action is performed.
If observation_result(performed(u1, ac1))
Then belief(performed(u1, ac1))
Fact Description
observation_result(performed(u1, ac1) The agent observes that user u1 performs action ac1.
belief(performed(u1, ac1)) The agent believes that user u1 has performed action
ac1.
Action generation
Based on the action belief the agent needs to decide whether a user violates or fulfils a norm. This is
done in the action generation. The action generation consists of two parts, because there are 2 types
of actions which can be performed by the agent. Either the agent will perform a sanction or it will
perform a reward. The rule of the sanction action generation will be described in the section Sanction
Action Generation and the rule of the reward action is described in the section Reward Action Gen-
eration.
Sanction Action generation
If the agent believes that the action performed by the user violates a norm and the agent has the desire
to maintain this norm, the agent needs to decide which punishment is suited for that user. In order
to do this the agent will calculate a so called combined action weight. This combined action weight
will correlate to a certain punishment for a certain norm. The section Sanction Beliefs describes which
punishment is applicable to which norm together with the weight range within which the combined
action weight must fall. The following formula has been defined to calculate the combined action
weight. Every action violates a norm with a standard action weight saw, these are described in section
Norm Violation Beliefs. Second there is an added action weight aaw. The calculation of the added
weight will be explained in the Sanction performed belief update section. And together they make up
the action weight aw:
aw = saw + aaw
The action weight will be combined with the user reputation which is defined in the user reputation
beliefs. The combined action weight caw calculated with this formula needs to increase when the user
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reputation r1 decreases and also needs to increase when the action weight aw increases. This results
in the following formula:
caw = 1− ((1− aw × r1)
This will lead to the values shown in figure 3.3
Figure 3.3: Combined Sanction action weight generation
The graph shows that the user reputation matters a lot when the action weight is low. This is because
a user with a bad reputation does not have to do much to be punished. And the graph also shows
that when a user performed a bad action (e.g. action weight is 1) the user reputation does not really
matter. This is good representation of how the punishments work in the real world. However there
are many other formulas which can be used, because with the formula the leniency or strictness of the
agent is changed.
This leads to the following rule:
If belief(performed(u1, ac1))
And belief(violate_norm(ac1, n1, w1))
And belief(added_sanction_action_weight(ac1, n1, aw))
And desire(maintain(n1))
And belief(sanction_applicable_to(s1,n1,weight(w2,w3)))
And belief(user_rep(u1, r1))
And w2 < 1 - ((1 - (w1 + aw)) * r1)
And w3 >= 1 - ((1 - (w1 + aw)) * r1)
Then perform(sanction(s1,u1,ac1))
And belief(sanction_action_performed(ac1,n1))
And belief(sanction_action_performed_by_user(ac1,n1,u1))
Reward Action generation
If the agent believes that a user performs an action and he also believes that the action fulfils a norm
and has the desire to maintain this norm, the agent needs to decide which reward the user should
receive. Like the norm violations, the norm fulfilling actions also have an action weight, these are
described in section Norm fulfilment beliefs. This weight is also combined with the user reputation
from User reputation beliefs. This combined weight corresponds with a reward instead of a violation.
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Fact Description
belief(violate_norm(ac1, n1, w1)) The agent believes that action ac1 violates norm n1
with a defined weight w1.
belief(added_sanction_action_
weight(ac1, n1, aw))
The agent believes that action ac1 that violates norm
n1 also has an added action weight aw.
desire(maintain(n1)) The agent has the desire to maintain norm n1.
belief(sanction_applicable_
to(s1,n1,weight(w2,w3)))
The agent believes that sanction s1 applies to norm
n1 for a weight range from weight w2 until weight
w3. This way combined action weight maps to a
sanction.
perform(sanction(s1,u1,ac1)) The agent gives sanction s1 to user u1. And this
sanction is based on action ac1.
belief(sanction_action_performed(ac1,n1)) The agent believes that action ac1 is performed and
violates the norm n1.
belief(sanction_action_performed_
by_user(ac1,n1,u1))
The agent believes that action ac1 is performed by
user u1 and violates norm n1.
Because it corresponds with a reward the combined action weight caw needs to decrease when the user
reputation r1 decreases and it needs to increase when the action weight w1 increases. This results in
the following formula:
caw = w1× r1
The following graph 3.4 will show the values generated according to this formula:
Figure 3.4: Combined Reward action weight generation
The graph shows that if the user reputation is high then the action weight stays the same. So if the
users reputation is high and he performs a good action (e.g. action weight is 1) then his combined
action weight is 1. But if his user reputation is low than it doesn’t matter if the user does do something
good, he will still get a low reward.
If belief(performed(u1, ac1))
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And belief(fullfill_norm(ac1, n1, w1))
And desire(maintain(n1))
And belief(reward_applicable_to(rew1,n1,weight(w2,w3)))
And belief(user_rep(u1, r1))
And w2 < w1 * r1
And w3 >= w1 * r1
Then perform(reward(rew1,u1,ac1))
And belief(reward_action_performed_by_user(ac1,n1,u1))
Fact Description
belief(fulfill_norm(ac1, n1, w1)) The agent believes that action ac1 fulfils norm n1 with a
defined weight w1.
belief(reward_applicable_
to(rew1,n1,weight(w2,w3)))
The agent believes that reward rew1 applies to a norm n1
for a weight range from weight w2 until weight w3. This
way combined action weight maps to a reward.
perform(reward(rew1,u1,ac1)) The agent gives reward rew1 to user u1. And this reward
is based on action ac1.
belief(reward_action_performed_
by_user(ac1,n1,u1))
The agent believes that action ac1 is performed by user u1
and fulfils norm n1.
The corresponding reward or sanction is the action which will be performed by the agent. Based on
this performed action the agent will decide if the user reputation and the added action weight need to
be increased or decreased.
Sanction performed belief update
To determine if the added action weight needs to be increased/decreased the number of times a sanc-
tion per norm is performed is counted. The agent calculates the mean number of times a sanction
is performed per N timepoints. N is initially set to 20. So the rules below show that everytime a
sanction is performed the belief about the number of times a sanction is performed is incremented until
the timer interval of N is reached. After 20 timepoints the new mean number of times a sanction is
performed mt′ is calculated. Normally a mean number of times a sanction is performed is calculated by
taking the number of times performed at each measure point and divide it by the number of measure
points. However, the agent is not able to store this much historic information. So to calculate a new
mean number of times a sanction performed mt′ without the use of historic information a different
method is used. This method is as follows: the number of times a sanction performed t is added to
the old mean number of times mt and then dividing it by 2, which results in the new mean number of
times the sanction performed mt′. This results into the following formula:
mt′ = mt+t2
If belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(ac1,n1,t1))
And not belief(sanction_action_performed(ac1,n1))
Then belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(ac1,n1,t1))
If belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(ac1,n1,t1))
And belief(sanction_action_performed(ac1,n1))
Then belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(ac1,n1,t1 + 1))
If belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(ac1,n1,t1))
And belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(ac1, n1, mt))
And timer(t2)
And t2 = timer_interval
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Then belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(ac1, n1, (t1 + mt) / 2))
And belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(ac1, n1, 0))
And timer(0)
If timer(t1)
And t1 != timer_interval
And belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(ac1, n1, mt))
Then belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(ac1, n1, mt))
Fact Description
belief(nr_of_sanction_action_
performed(ac1,n1,t1))
The agent believes that action ac1 related to norm n1 has
been performed t1 times whereby t1 has an Integer value.
belief(mean_sanction_action_
performed(ac1, n1, mt))
The agent believes that action ac1 related to norm n1 has
been performed a mean number of times mt whereby mt
has a Real value.
Sanction action added weight
Based on the mean number of times the action is performed mt the added action weight aaw value
is determined. To calculate the aaw the agent takes the mt and subtracts the mean number of times
which is acceptable, which is in this case 10. This number with a minimum of 0 is divided by 100.
This results in the aaw.
aaw = max(0,mt−10))100
If belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(ac1, n1, mt))
And mt - 10 / 100 > 0
Then belief(added_sanction_action_weight(ac1, n1, (mt-10)/100))
If belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(ac1, n1, mt))
And mt - 10 / 100 < 0
Then belief(added_sanction_action_weight(ac1, n1, 0)
User reputation belief update
The user reputation will increase every time a user fulfills a norm and will decrease every time a user
violates a norm. Depending on the weight of the action the user performed the user reputation will
increase/decrease more or less. When a user violates or fulfills a norm the action weight w1 will be
multiplied with a bias d and added or subtracted from the user reputation r1, whereby d ∈ [0, 1]
If perform(reward(increase_user_rep, u1))
And belief(reward_action_performed_by_user(ac1, n1, u1))
And belief(fulfill_norm(increase_user_rep, n1, w1))
Then belief(increase_user_rep(u1))
And belief(increase_user_rep_weight(u1, w1))
If perform(sanction(decrease_user_rep, u1))
And belief(sanction_action_performed_by_user(ac1, n1, u1))
And belief(violate_norm(decrease_user_rep, n1, w1))
Then belief(decrease_user_rep(u1))
And belief(decrease_user_rep_weight(u1, w1))
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If belief(user_rep(u1, r1))
And not belief(increase_user_rep(u1))
And not belief(decrease_user_rep(u1))
Then belief(user_rep(u1, r1))
Fact Description
belief(decrease_user_rep(u1)) The agent believes that user u1’s reputation should be de-
creased.
belief(increase_user_rep_
weight(u1, w1))
The agent believes that user u1’s reputation should be in-
creased because the performed action had the weight w1.
Norm violation:
r1′ = r1− w1× d
If belief(user_rep(u1, r1))
And belief(decrease_user_rep_weight(u1, w1))
And r1 - user_rep_d * w1>= 0
Then belief(user_rep(u1, r1 - user_rep_d * w1))
If belief(user_rep(u1, r1))
And belief(decrease_user_rep_weight(u1, w1))
And r1 - user_rep_d * w1 < 0
Then belief(user_rep(u1, 0.0))
Norm fulfillment:
r1′ = r1 + w1× d
If belief(user_rep(u1, r1))
And belief(increase_user_rep_weight(u1, w1))
And r1 + user_rep_d * w1 <= 1.0
Then belief(user_rep(u1, r1 + user_rep_d * w1))
If belief(user_rep(u1, r1))
And belief(increase_user_rep_weight(u1, w1))
And r1 + user_rep_d * w1 > 1.0
Then belief(user_rep(u1, 1.0))
Persistent beliefs
The following beliefs will persist unconditionally. So once the have been created the will exists uncon-
ditionally
If belief(sanction_applicable_to(s1, ac1, weight(w1, w2)))
Then belief(sanction_applicable_to(s1, ac1, weight(w1, w2)))
If belief(reward_applicable_to(rew1, ac1, weight(w1, w2)))
Then belief(reward_applicable_to(rew1, ac1, weight(w1, w2)))
If belief(user_exists(a1))
Then belief(user_exists(a1))
If belief(violate_norm(ac1, n1, w1))
Then belief(violate_norm(ac1, n1, w1))
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If belief(fulfill_norm(ac1, n1, w1))
Then belief(fulfill_norm(ac1, n1, w1))
Timer update
If timer(t)
And t != timer_interval
Then timer(t+1)
3.3.2 Belief base
As was described above the rules will fire not only based on information received externally but also
based on information from the belief base. The belief base consists of the following elements: sorts,
constants, desires and initial beliefs. Here the initial beliefs contain the information about the norma-
tive rules; i.e., at what combined action weight will the user receive which punishment or reward. The
values of the elements are as follows:
Sorts
In order to create the normative rules sorts have to be defined which contain the norms, actions, sanc-
tions and rewards. Section 1.3 describes a number of cyber bullying forms. These forms are translated
to norms which the agent needs to prevent. From the forms: anonymity, flaming, harassment, outing
and exclusion the norms have been defined in the following manner:
Cyber bullying forms Norms
Anonymity Respect privacy
Outing
Flaming Discuss respectfully
Harassment Treat respectfully
Exclusion Communicate openly
These defined norms are now translated into sorts and one extra norm is added. This extra norm is
not based on a bad behavior like cyber bullying but on good behavior, because users should also report
violations when they detect them. This behavior translates into the norm uphold society, because that
is what the users do when they report a violation. This resulted in to the following sorts:
Norms:
respect_privacy
treat_respectfully
discuss_respectfully
communicate_openly
uphold_society
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Furthermore the actions need to be defined which violate or fulfil these norms. To define these actions
or types of behavior there has been looked at the possible types of actions in the game. For these
actions the following types of behavior have been extracted:
Actions:
follow
target_user
outing
insulting
arguing
compliment
greet
help
report_violation
Actions Description
follow Moving to the same position as another user more then 3 times, without
the user’s approval.
target_user Throwing an object multiple times to a user.
outing Login in as different user and telling false truths to other users.
insulting Calling a user names or swearing.
arguing Responding to someones insults.
compliment Giving a compliment to a user or in general.
greet Greeting another user or agent.
help Helping a user when he asks for help.
report_violation Reporting faulty behaviour of other users to an agent.
Now that the norms and the actions have been defined the only thing left are the rewards and the
sanctions which need be given when the norms are being violated or fulfilled. To define these rewards
and sanctions there has again been looked what the possibilities are within the game. And this resulted
into the following possibilities:
Rewards:
increase_user_rep
compliment
receive_nuggets
receive_energy
receive_exclusive_item
Sanctions:
decrease_user_rep
warning
lose_energy
lose_nuggets
kick_from_game
banned_from_game
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Rewards / Sanctions Description
increase_user_rep Increases the reputation of the user.
compliment The user receives a compliment.
receive_nuggets The user receives nuggets. Nuggets are the currency of the game.
receive_energy The user receives energy for the Hoover board. When a user wants to
travel to a different time, this will cost him energy.
receive_exclusive_items The user receives an exclusive item. The users can acquire items in the
game to place in their room.
decrease_user_rep Decreases the reputation of the user.
warning The user receives a warning.
lose_energy The user loses energy for the Hoover board
lose_nuggets The user loses nuggets.
kick_from_game The user is removed from the game.
banned_from_game The user is removed from the game and is temporarily or permanently
not able to login.
Constants
Act_weight_increase_value = 0.1
Act_weight_increase_value = 0.1
User_rep_d = 0.2
timer_interval = 20
Desire generation
When the agent has the characteristic fair it will have the desire to maintain all the norms.
if own_characteristic(fair)
then desire(maintain(n1))
Norm violation beliefs
With the norms and actions defined there needs to be determined which actions violates which norms
and what the weight of the actions is with respect to that norm. The actions and norms have been
mapped with a weight intuitively, which lead to the following facts:
belief(violate_norm(follow, treat_respectfully, 0.2))
belief(violate_norm(target_user, treat_respectfully,0.5))
belief(violate_norm(outing, respect_privacy,0.6))
belief(violate_norm(insulting, treat_respectfully,0.7))
belief(violate_norm(arguing, discuss_respectfully,0.7))
Norm fulfillment beliefs
The actions not only need to be mapped to the norms they violate they also need to be mapped with
the norms they fulfil. This is done is the same way as the norm violations, namely intuitively. This
resulted into the following facts:
belief(fulfill_norm(compliment, treat_respectfully, 0.3))
belief(fulfill_norm(greet, communicate_openly,0.1))
belief(fulfill_norm(help, treat_respectfully,0.6))
belief(fulfill_norm(report_violation, uphold_society,0.5))
belief(fulfill_norm(question_respond, communicate_openly,0.2))
Sanction beliefs
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Like was described in the Action generation section every norm has a sanction that the agent needs
to perform when a user violates that norm. For every norm a number of sanctions have been mapped
to it with a certain weight range.
belief(sanction_applicable_to(decrease_user_rep, treat_respectfully,
weight(0.0,1.0)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(warning, treat_respectfully, weight(0.0,0.5)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(kick_from_world, treat_respectfully, weight(0.5,0.6)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(ban_from_world, treat_respectfully, weight(0.6,0.7)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(kick_from_game, treat_respectfully, weight(0.7,0.8)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(ban_from_game, treat_respectfully, weight(0.8,1.0)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(decrease_user_rep, communicate_openly,
weight(0.0,1.0)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(warning, communicate_openly, weight(0.6,1.0)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(decrease_user_rep, respect_privacy,weight(0.0,1.0)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(warning, respect_privacy, weight(0.0,0.2)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(lose_energy, respect_privacy, weight(0.2,0.3)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(lose_nuggets, respect_privacy, weight(0.3,0.4)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(kick_from_world, respect_privacy, weight(0.4,0.5)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(ban_from_world, respect_privacy, weight(0.5,0.6)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(kick_from_game, respect_privacy, weight(0.6,0.7)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(ban_from_game, respect_privacy, weight(0.7,1.0)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(decrease_user_rep, discuss_respectfully,
weight(0.0,1.0)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(warning, discuss_respectfully, weight(0.0,0.2)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(lose_energy, discuss_respectfully, weight(0.2,0.4)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(lose_nuggets, discuss_respectfully, weight(0.4,0.6)))
belief(sanction_applicable_to(kick_from_game, discuss_respectfully,
weight(0.5,1.0)))
Reward beliefs
When a user fulfils a norm he will need to receive a reward. So for every norm there is also a number
of rewards mapped to it with a certain weight range.
belief(reward_applicable_to(increase_user_rep, treat_respectfully,
weight(0.0,1.0)))
belief(reward_applicable_to(compliment, treat_respectfully, weight(0.0,0.5)))
belief(reward_applicable_to(gain_nuggets, treat_respectfully, weight(0.5,0.6)))
belief(reward_applicable_to(receive_energy, treat_respectfully, weight(0.6,0.7)))
belief(reward_applicable_to(receive_exclusive_item, treat_respectfully,
weight(0.7,0.8)))
belief(reward_applicable_to(increase_user_rep, communicate_openly,weight(0.0,1.0)))
belief(reward_applicable_to(increase_user_rep, uphold_society,weight(0.0,1.0)))
Sanctions performed beliefs
When the agent is initialized all the added action weights, the counted number of times a sanction is
performed and also the mean number of times a sanction is perform need to be set to 0. This is done
with the following facts:
Belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(ac1,n1,0))
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Belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(ac1,n1,0))
Belief(added_sanction_action_weight(ac1,n1,0))
3.3.3 BDI-model implementation in Jason
Now that the rules have been defined they need to implemented in the Jason language, so that the
agent will be able to use the Jason interpreter and reason with them. How to create rules in the
Jason language is described in [5]. The Jason language is an extension on the AgentSpeak(L) language
[22]. The Jason language works on generated events and a generated event is a creation or deletion
of an belief or intention. The creation of beliefs are indicated with a + and deletion with a - before
the belief, e.g. +belief(performed(User, Action)). The creation and deletion of intentions is the same
except intentions have a ! before the intention, e.g. +!start. When an event is generated it will trigger
a rule. This rule like all rules consists of an antecedent and a consequent. This means that the semi-
formal rules are easily translated to the Jason language. To demonstrate this the Belief generation
user reputation translates into the following Jason language statement:
+observation_result(user_join(Ag)) : not belief(user_exists(Ag))
<- +belief(user_rep(Ag, 1.0));
+belief(user_exists(Ag)).
The entire Jason implementation is given in appendix B. Most rules are directly translated to the
Jason language, there are however four differences. These differences are caused by a difference in the
interpretation of the rules. The first difference is that the beliefs are persistent by default. So all the
persistence rules in the semi-formal rules are not implemented in the Jason language. Secondly, the
Jason interpreter does not support backtracking. So when a rule should fire for multiple values it will
only fire once. There are only 2 rules where backtracking is needed: Sanction action generation and the
Reward action generation rules, because both rules can fire for multiple actions. The Jason language
however does support loops in the antecedent with the findall function. So when agent determines
there are multiple rewards or sanctions which need to be performed based on the combined action
weight of the action performed by the user, the findall function will return all the sanctions or rewards
and not only the first one. This results in the following rules:
// Sanction Action generation
+belief(performed(U, Ac)): belief(violate_norm(Ac, N, W1)) &
belief(added_sanction_action_weight(Ac, N, Aw)) &
desire(maintain(N)) & belief(user_rep(U, R1)) &
.findall(S, belief(sanction_applicable_to(S, N, weight(W2, W3))) &
W2 < 1 - ((1-(W1 + Aw)) * R1) & W3 >= 1 - ((1-(W1 + Aw)) * R1), L)
<- -belief(performed(U, Ac));
+belief(sanction_action_performed(Ac, N));
+belief(sanction_action_performed_by_user(Ac, N, U));
for ( .member(X,L) ) {
+perform(sanction(X, U, Ac))
}.
// Reward Action generation
+belief(performed(U, Ac)): belief(fulfill_norm(Ac, N, W1)) & desire(maintain(N)) &
belief(user_rep(U, R1)) &
.findall(Rew, belief(reward_applicable_to(Rew, N, weight(W2, W3))) &
W2 < W1 * R1 & W3 >= W1 * R1, L)
<- -belief(performed(U, Ac));
+belief(reward_action_performed(Ac, N, U));
for ( .member(X,L) ) {
+perform(reward(X, U, Ac))
}.
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This rule also causes the next difference. In order for the interpreter to send the information back
to the behavior recognition engine a rule needs to call a function instead of creating a believe. So in
the rules displayed above the perform(reward(X,U,Ac)) and perform(sanction(X,U,Ac)) are now
created as new beliefs (indicated by the +). But they should actually be immediate functions. However
when they become a function no other rules will be triggered, which means that the user reputation,
which is an internal belief, can not be updated when this is necessary. Therefore the rules creates a
belief instead of triggering a function. This way the belief can trigger an extra rule to determine if
this beliefs contains the action for updating the users reputation. If so, then it will update the users
reputation, otherwise it will still trigger the function perform. This results in the following extra rule:
+perform(sanction(decrease_user_rep, U, A)) : belief(sanction_action_performed_by_user(Ac, N, U))
& belief(violate_norm(Ac, N, W))
<- -perform(sanction(decrease_user_rep, U, A));
+belief(decrease_user_rep_weight(U, W)).
+perform(reward(increase_user_rep, U, A)) : belief(reward_action_performed(Ac, N, U)) &
belief(fulfill_norm(Ac, N, W))
<- -perform(reward(increase_user_rep, U, A));
+belief(increase_user_rep_weight(U, W)).
+perform(sanction(S, U, A)) : true
<- -perform(sanction(S, U, A));
perform(sanction(S, U, A)).
+perform(reward(S, U, A)) : true
<- -perform(reward(S, U, A));
perform(reward(S, U, A)).
The last difference in the rules concerns updating the added action weight. In the semi-formal
rules is described that they will updated every 20 time points. This is not necessarily a problem to
implement in the Jason language. However 20 time points does not represent an average time frame.
It can namely mean that 20 time points take 5 minutes, but they can also take 2 hours. So in order
to check if a certain action is performed a predefined number of times, the number of times the action
is performed is going to be checked against real time. This is possible because the Jason interpreter
also contains a timer. This results into the following rule:
+!count_mean_sanction_action_performed : true
// the agent will wait for 1000 milsec * 60 = 1min * 5 = 5min.
<- .wait(1000 * 60 * 5);
for(action(Ac)) {
for(norm(N)) {
?belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, T));
?belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, Mt));
-belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, _));
-belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, _));
+belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, (T+Mt) /2));
+belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, 0))
}
};
!!count_mean_sanction_action_performed.
With this rule the agent will check every 5 minutes the number of times each sanction has been
performed.
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3.4 Agent interaction
Like is described in section 1.2 Multi-agent systems are especially designed to solve problems which
can not be solved centrally. This is also the case for the problem which is discussed in this thesis.
Because the virtual environment consist of a large number of rooms. And to monitor the compliance
of all the users in each room is a very difficult task for a centralized system. It is much more efficient
to deploy an agent in every room, so that every agent only has to monitor a small part of the entire
environment. Another property of a multi-agent system is that agents cooperate with each other to
create a synergy and thus work even more efficiently. This property is also needed to monitor the
normative system of Club Time Machine. Every agent has the ability to punish or reward a user, this
is done based on his current user reputation. When a user is punished or rewarded his reputation
in -or decreases. This needs to be communicated to the other agents otherwise they will not have
the users actual reputation. In order for the agents to be able to communicate with each other the
architecture displayed in figure 3.1 needs to be extended. The architecture needs to be able to launch
multiple agents. This means that the architecture will become a framework itself. This framework can
launch multiple instances of the architecture shown in figure 3.1. Every instance can then still write
their findings in one logfile. This will lead to the framework displayed in figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: NMAS framework
So every instance is an agent which monitors the normative system in a certain room. Now the
agents need to be able to communicate with each other. The virtual environment has a messaging
system built in. So this is perfectly suited to provide a communication system between the instances
or agents. So when an agent increases or decreases the user reputation of a user this needs to be
communicated to all the agents. This means that part of the User reputation belief update rule needs
to be changed to the following:
If belief(user_rep(u1, r1))
And belief(decrease_user_rep_weight(u1, w1))
And r1 - user_rep_d * w1>= 0
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Then belief(user_rep(u1, r1 - user_rep_d * w1))
and communicate(user_rep_update(u1, r1 - user_rep_d * w1))
If belief(user_rep(u1, r1))
And belief(increase_user_rep_weight(u1, w1))
And r1 + user_rep_d * w1 <= 1.0
Then belief(user_rep(u1, r1 + user_rep_d * w1))
and communicate(user_rep_update(u1, r1 + user_rep_d * w1))
Only the part of rule where the user reputation is actually updated will need to be communicated. But
in order for this to work the other agents need to be aware that the user whose reputation is about to
be changed is in fact present. So when a user joins this also needs to be communicated to the other
agents.
if observation_result(user_join(u1))
and not belief(exists(u1))
then belief(user_rep(u1, 1.0))
and belief(user_exists(u1))
and communicate(user_join(u1))
When these messages are received by the other agents they will need to process this information. In
order to process this information some extra rules have be created. These are the following rules:
if communicated(user_join(u1))
and not belief(exists(u1))
then belief(user_rep(u1, 1.0))
and belief(user_exists(u1))
if communicated(user_rep_update(u1, r1))
and belief(user_rep(u1, r2))
then belief(user_rep(u1, r1))
How these rules are implemented in the Jason language is described in appendix C.
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Chapter 4
Simulation
Before the normative BDI-model will be implemented in the Jason language it needs to be simulated to
test whether the model is actually able to fulfil its goals. As was mentioned in section 1.4 the simulation
of the normative BDI-model will be done with the help of the LEADSTO software. LEADSTO is
described in [8] as a language and a software environment that has been developed to model and
simulate dynamic processes in terms of both qualitative and quantitative concepts. The LEADSTO
language and software is very suited for this goal, because the semi-formal rules described in section
3.3 can easily be translated to the LEADSTO language. When the model is implemented in the
LEADSTO language, the model can be ran with the software which will simulate the processing of
the model. This simulation is presented by the software as a trace, which can be analyzed to see if the
model functions properly.
Another advantage of the LEADSTO software is that the traces generated by the simulation can
be analyzed to see if certain dynamic properties hold for these traces. These dynamic properties will
be defined in section 4.2. To test if these dynamic properties hold for the generated traces they need
to be formalized. The language to formalize these properties is TTL. TTL is described in [7] as the
predicate logical Temporal Trace Language (TTL) for the formal specification and analysis of dynamic
properties. So when these dynamic properties are implemented with the help of the TTL Editor, the
TTL checker can then check if the dynamic properties hold for the traces generated by the LEADSTO
software.
In the next section 4.1 will be described how the normative BDI-model is implemented in the
LEADSTO software. Also the generated traces will be explained. In the last section, section 4.2 the
dynamic properties will be defined and how they will be formalized in the TTL.
4.1 Leadsto simulation
In order to simulate the normative BDI-model it first needs to be implemented in the LEADSTO
language. In [8] is described how semi-formal rules can be implemented in the LEADSTO language.
To give an example on how this is done with this model, the implementation of the rules Belief
generation user reputation and Belief generation action performed is shown in figure 4.1. The figure
shows that the implementation is very similar to the semi-formal rule. Like the semi-formal rule it has
an antecedent indicated in the figure with the A: and a consequent indicated in the figure with the C:.
The rules are however put into a tree structure. Another difference is that the variables used in the
rule need to be defined beforehand. The variables are indicated with the V:. The last difference in the
rule is shown in the figure with the EFGH:. This indicates how long the antecedent must hold (G)
before the consequent is true and it also indicates how long the consequent will hold (H). The period
between E and F is a time delay before the consequent holds.
This way, all the rules described in section 3.3 are implemented in the LEADSTO language. The
LEADSTO software, however, does not receive real input from the virtual environment like the agent
system will. The software, however, can simulate this. There is simply a rule added which fires every
N time points, in this case N is three time points, which generates an action observation. This rule is
displayed in fig 4.2
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(a) Belief generation user reputation (b) Belief generation action performed
Figure 4.1: LEADSTO rules
Figure 4.2: Observation generation rule
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As the figure shows the consequent of the rule consist out of a PXOR which stands for Probability
XOR. This means that one of the leaves of the XOR tree will become true with a certain probability.
The tree shown in fig 4.2 has three PXOR nodes attached to each other, because there are three
consequents which need to be selected with an equal probability. So the TTL checker will select which
node will hold with equal probability. The first PXOR node which will hold will determine the user
who performs an action. Since there are 3 users defined each gets an equal probability so a probability
of 0.33. The second PXOR node which will hold will indicate whether the user violates or fulfils a
norm, also with an equal probability so 0.5. And the last PXOR node will indicate the violation or
fulfilment. All of these actions get also have an equal probability so the violations have a probability
of 0.125 and the fulfilments a probability of 0.2.
With this generation of actions the simulation can be ran, which will result into a trace. An example
of a simulation is given in appendix D. To check whether this trace is a correct representation of how
the agent should operate, dynamic properties need to be defined. These dynamic properties will be
described in the next section, section 4.2, together with how they are implemented.
4.2 Leadsto results and TTL properties
Global properties
The goal of the normative multi-agent system can be extracted from the research question and sub-
research questions which are described in section 1.4. To answer the question: ”Is a normative agent
capable of recognizing human norms and violations of these norms?” the agent needs to be able to
detect norm violations and norm fulfilments when it has the desire to maintain these norms. To answer
the second question: ”Can a normative agent enforce human users to abide the social rules or norms”
the agent should have an influence on the normative behavior of the users. These goals or abilities can
also be formulated as dynamic properties about the agent’s behavior. These two goals are formulated
in the following global dynamic properties:
GP1 successfulness
When the agent receives an action it needs to punish or reward the user who performed the action
accordingly.
GP2 violation effectiveness
The number of norm violations should be lower when the agent is active.
GP3 fulfilment effectiveness
The number of norm fulfillments should be equal or higher when the agent is active.
So the first sub-research question translates into the successfulness global property and the second
sub-research question translates into the effectiveness global properties. So when all three global prop-
erties are satisfied the overall research question, ”Can normative agents help maintain the social laws
of a virtual society?”, can be answered with yes.
Internal properties
In order to perform these global properties the agent needs to satisfy a number of internal properties.
To satisfy the given global properties the following internal properties have been defined:
IP1 sanctioning of norm violation effectiveness
If a user violates a norm he should receive a sanction for this norm.
IP2 rewarding of norm fulfilment effectiveness
If a user fulfils a norm he should receive a reward for this norm.
IP3 user reputation decreasing effectiveness
If a user violates a norm his user reputation should decrease until the user reputation minimum of 0.
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IP4 user reputation increasing effectiveness
If a user fulfils a norm his user reputation should increase until the user reputation maximum of 1.
When all these internal properties hold for a simulation trace, it should also hold that the agent is
successful so the global successfullness property should also hold. This relation between the global
property and the internal properties can be expressed as follows:
IP1 & IP2 & IP3 & IP4 ⇒ GP1
TTL properties
Now that the dynamic properties have been defined they can be implemented in the TTL checker, so
that it can check if the generated trace satisfies these properties. To implement the rules in TTL they
first need to be represented in a formal way. This way it is easier to implement the rules into the TTL
checker. The formal rules are as follows:
GP1 successfulness
∀m:TRACE ∀t1:Timepoint ∀u:user ∀ac:action
state(m, t1) |= observation result(performed(u, ac))
⇒ [∃t2:Timepoint > t1 ∃r:reward ∃s:sanction
state(m, t2) |= perform(sanction(s, u)) ∨ state(m, t2) |= perform(reward(r, u))]
GP2 violation effectiveness
∀m:TRACE
m 6= trace1⇒
[
n∑
i=0
n∑
u=0
n∑
ac=0
case(state(i, trace1) |= observation result(performed(u:user, ac:action)) ∧
belief(violate norm(ac:action, n:norm, w:REAL)),1 0) <
n∑
i=0
n∑
u=0
n∑
ac=0
case(state(i,m : TRACE) |= observation result(performed(u:user, ac:action)) ∧
belief(violate norm(ac:action, n:norm, w:REAL)),1 0)]
GP3 fulfilment effectiveness
∀m:TRACE
m 6= trace1⇒
[
n∑
i=0
n∑
u=0
n∑
ac=0
case(state(i, trace1) |= observation result(performed(u:user, ac:action)) ∧
belief(fulfill norm(ac:action, n:norm, w:REAL)),1 0) >=
n∑
i=0
n∑
u=0
n∑
ac=0
case(state(i,m : TRACE) |= observation result(performed(u:user, ac:action)) ∧
belief(fulfill norm(ac:action, n:norm, w:REAL)),1 0)]
In both these effectiveness global properties trace1 represents the trace of the agent which has incor-
porated the model described in section 3.3.1. The other traces of these effectiveness global properties
represent the traces where the model trace will be checked against. How these traces are generated
will be described in chapter 5.
IP1 sanctioning of norm violation effectiveness
∀m:TRACE ∀t1:Timepoint ∀u:user ∀ac:action ∀n:norm ∀w:REAL
state(m, t1) |= belief(performed(u, ac)) ∧ state(m, t1) |= belief(violate norm(ac, n, w))
⇒ [∃t2:Timepoint ∃s:sanction
t1 < t2 < (t1 + 2) ∧ state(m, t2) |= perform(sanction(s, u))]
IP2 rewarding of norm fulfilment effectiveness
∀m:TRACE ∀t1:Timepoint ∀u:user ∀ac:action ∀n:norm ∀w:REAL
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state(m, t1) |= belief(performed(u, ac)) ∧ state(m, t1) |= belief(fulfill norm(ac, n, w))
⇒ [∃t2:Timepoint ∃r:reward
t1 < t2 < (t1 + 2) ∧ state(m, t2) |= perform(reward(r, u))]
IP3 user reputation decreasing effectiveness
∀m:TRACE ∀t1:Timepoint ∀u:user ∀ac:action ∀n:norm ∀w:REAL ∀r1:REAL
state(m, t1) |= belief(performed(u, ac)) ∧ state(m, t1) |= belief(violate norm(ac, n, w))) ∧ state(m, t1) |=
belief(user rep(u, r1))
⇒ [∃t2:Timepoint ∃r2:REAL
t1 < t2 < (t1 + 10) ∧ state(m, t2) |= belief(user rep(u, r2)) ∧ (r1 > r2 ∨ r2 = 0)]
IP4 user reputation increasing effectiveness
∀m:TRACE ∀t1:Timepoint ∀u:user ∀ac:action ∀n:norm ∀w:REAL ∀r1:REAL
state(m, t1) |= belief(performed(u, ac)) ∧ state(m, t1) |= belief(fulfill norm(ac, n, w))) ∧ state(m, t1) |=
belief(user rep(u, r1))
⇒ [∃t2:Timepoint ∃r2:REAL
t1 < t2 < (t1 + 10) ∧ state(m, t2) |= belief(user rep(u, r2)) ∧ (r1 < r2 ∨ r2 = 1)]
The implementation of these rules into the TTL checker is shown in appendix E. With these rules
implemented there can be checked if they satisfy the trace described in section 4.1. Fig D.1 in appendix
D shows that after every norm violation or norm fulfilment the user receives a reward or punishment
accordingly. It also shows that the user reputation increases or decreases accordingly. This means that
all the internal properties are satisfied, which was indeed indicated by TTL checker. Which means
that also global property 1 should hold. This was the case, because the global property was satisfied
by the TTL checker. The last property needs multiple traces to be satisfied. The LEADSTO software
can of course be ran multiple times to generate more traces. However if these traces were to be used
to test if the first global property would be satisfied then this would be never the case, because the
simulation has set how many actions are performed by the users. So the amount will always be the
same. So this global property can only be tested against the traces generated from the experiments in
Club Time Machine. How these experiments will be performed are described in the following chapter,
chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
Experiments
5.1 Goal
The goal of the experiment is to test the research question ”Can normative agents help maintain the
social laws of a virtual society?” To answer this question the results of the agent which incorporated
the normative BDI-model will be compared to that of an in-active agent and an invisible agent. The
in-active agent is an agent which only registers all the actions the users perform but does not react on
them. The invisible is the same as an in-active except it is also invisible, so they do not know they are
being monitored. This way there can be measured if an agent really has an effect on the obedience of
the social laws of the virtual society.
5.2 Experiment
The experiment consists of two test cases, one without a controlled setup and one with a controlled
setup. In order to get relevant information from this experiment it is prior that the users in the world
aren’t focused on the agents. The agents should only make sure that the kids behave themselves
in their normal activities. These normal activities need to be defined in advance so that the kids
won’t focus on the agents. The main goal of Club Time Machine is to create a social environment for
children. So the normal activities will be to socialize and this is the main activity in the first test case.
A problem with this setup is that it is not a controlled setup. In order to create this there should
be a controlled main activity. In this way there can be ensured that children will stay in the world
during the experiment. The main activity can be something different, for example a search quest. The
second test case will have a fixed number of participants, but this will not be a very high number of
participants. But since the first test case has no fixed number of participants the chance exists that
the number of participants will be too low. So therefore there has been decided that both test cases
will be performed.
5.2.1 Test case 1
In the first test case every agent type will be monitoring the virtual environment for three days. The
first three days the invisible agent will be deployed. It will monitor the users in the world without
them realizing they are being monitored. This is to get an indication of the behavior of the users
without any normative agents in the world. The second three days the active agent will be deployed
and it will actively monitor the behavior of the users. The third agent which will be deployed for the
last three days is visible but inactive. This will test if the presence of the normative agents is enough
for the users to behave or if the agents really need to act.
Properties
• Target group: children
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• Test group: unknown
• Duration: 9 days
• Active worlds in CTM: Present, Future, Middle Ages and the Industrial Revolution
5.2.2 Test case 2
For the second test case a test group with 10 to 20 children between the age of 6 and 12 will access
Club Time Machine at the same time and they will be sent on a search quest which is described below.
At that moment the three types of agent will be released in the world successively in the same order
as the previous test case. Every type of agent will be in the world for 10 minutes each. The users
however will experience that there will be only 1 type of agent for 20 minutes. So the test will last for
around 30 minutes and the users will be restricted to a number of worlds. There will be an agent in
every room.
To make sure that some normative incorrect behavior will occur, two or three people will be
appointed to provoke people to perform faulty behavior. So for example when a user gives a wrong
answer to a question the provokers will rub it in that he answered the question wrong, by saying that
he is not very smart. But they will not perform faulty behavior themselves, so that they will not affect
the test results.
Search Quest
The children have to collect special souvenirs by answering questions that the agents will ask them.
Each agent asks a question that involves an action to be taken, like playing a game, or visit a certain
room. After completing this action they are able to answer the question and if they do they will receive
a special souvenir. All these souvenirs represent one Time in Club Time Machine. The Hoover that
collects all souvenirs and gets to that period first, wins a trophy.
The three Times where the children have to answer the questions are the Present, the Industrial
Revolution and Ecology. The assignment is in Dutch.
Properties
• Target group: children
• Test group: +/- 10 persons
• Duration: 30 minutes or longer
• Active worlds in CTM: Present, Future, Middle Ages and the Industrial Revolution
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Chapter 6
Results
The previous chapter describes two test cases which have been tested on the virtual environment Club
Time Machine. The results of these two test cases will be presented in section 6.1. Prior to these
tests a pre-test has been performed. This pre-test was a test in an uncontrolled setup only to see if
the agent would get any responses at all. This test gave some interesting results which will also be
discussed in section 6.1. In section 6.2 will be described if the TTL properties defined in section 4.2
satisfy the traces generated by the experiments.
6.1 Club Time Machine results
6.1.1 Pre-test
The pre-test is a small test to see if the created BDI-model results into human like behavior of the
agents in such a way that the users interact with the agent. This is necessary because if users only see
the agent as a Non-Person Character they will probably not interact with the agent. The test consists
of simply one agent which is only active in the main entrance to the virtual environment for 24 hours.
The results of this pre-test are shown in appendix D in figure D.11. This figure shows that during the
24 hours 10 users have been active in the world. 7 of those users performed an action which either
fulfilled or violated a norm. But the most remarkable user is karmijn. She performed the action follow
11 times which is a norm violation. Here, for the first four violations she received warnings from the
agent and for the next six violations there were nuggets taken from her and the last time she performed
the follow action she got removed from the world. So she was testing the agent on purpose to see what
happened until she got removed from the world. But what is even more remarkable after she had
been removed from the game she started to perform norm fulfilling actions. She started to greet other
people in the world and giving compliments. So her reputation which decreased dramatically was
increasing to its normal value. Even though she was not aware of having a reputation. Also the other
users performed multiple actions to fulfil or violate norms. So this test received more than enough
reactions from the users in the world to give a go for the test cases defined in section 5. The result of
these experiments will be explained in the next sections.
6.1.2 Test case 1
The first test case is a test case without a controlled setup which means that the number of participants
is unknown. Like was described in section 5.2.1 the three agent types will be released in the world
for three days each. So in order for this test case to give viable information enough users need to
enter the world and thus participate in the experiment. The results of the agents are outputted in
xml files which are transformed into LEADSTO traces. The traces of this test case are presented in
the appendix D. The traces shown in the figure D.3 until figure D.7 are the results of the agents from
the first test case. These traces show that the first agent counted fourteen participants, the second
eighteen and the third agent thirty six participants, which are in each case enough participants to test
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the dynamic properties. With the help of these dynamic properties there can be explored if the active
agent fulfils its goal, like was described in section 4.2.
6.1.3 Test case 2
As was previously described test case 2 is a test case with a controlled setup. A predefined number
of users will be doing a search quest while three types of agents will monitor normative behavior of
the users in the environment. These 3 types of agent would be in the world 10 minutes each, so the
quest needs to last for 30 minutes. This was however not the case, the quest lasted for a little over 20
minutes, because someone finished the quest within that time. So the last agent did not record any
behavior. The first agent which entered the world was the inactive agent. The second agent was the
active agent which makes the last agent the invisible agent. Which means that the invisible agent did
not record any relevant information. The results of this test case is presented in appendix D were the
results of the inactive agent is shown in figure D.10 and the results of the active agents are shown in
figure D.8 and figure D.9. Figure D.10 shows 9 users, but user sven is part of the quest, so both traces
show that 8 users participated in the experiment, which is a sufficient number of users to test if the
agent is able to fulfil its goals. Like with the previous test case the traces will be checked if they satisfy
the properties described in section 4.2.
6.2 TTL results
In this section both test cases will be discussed if the traces generated in those test cases satisfy the
dynamic properties. The pre-test however will not be tested to see if the dynamic properties hold for
that trace, because this test was purely to see if the agent was designed in such a way that it would
invoke the users to communicate with or react to the agent. In section 6.1.1 was discussed that this
was indeed the case which resulted in the go ahead for the two other test cases.
In both test cases three types of agents have been released in the world to test the effectiveness
of the agents. To test the successfulness of the agent only the active agent is used. This is because
the inactive agents do not perform any actions, so they will never satisfy the successfulness dynamic
properties.
6.2.1 Test case 1
The most crucial part of both test cases is that they both satisfy the succesfulness global property and
the internal properties. Figure D.5 shows the trace of the active agent and here can be seen that all
the internal properties are satisfied. First because for every observed norm violation the agent gives a
sanction and the user reputation is decreased, which satisfy IP1 and IP3. And second because for every
observed norm fulfilment the agent gives a reward and the user reputation is increased, this satisfies IP2
and IP4. With these four internal properties satisfied the GP1 should also be automatically satisfied.
Which is indeed the case, because after every action of a user the agent performs either a sanction or
a reward.
The global properties GP2 and GP3 however are not satisfied in this test case. This is however
very difficult to see in the traces shown in figure D.3 and figure D.7. To show why these properties are
not satisfied the number of norm violations, norm fulfilments and participants have been specified in
table 6.1.
Invisible Active In-active
Participants 14 18 36
Violations 0 17 7
Fulfilments 2 6 22
Table 6.1: Result test case 1
Like was described in section 4.2, global property GP2 satisfies when the active trace has a lower
number of violations than the other traces and global property GP3 satifies when the active trace has
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an equal or higher number of fulfilments than the other traces. The table shows that both are not
the case, because in the trace of the active agent, it shows the agent detected 17 violations while the
traces of the invisible and inactive agents show 0 and 7 violations, which is less. With the fulfilments
the trace of the agent shows 6 fulfilments and the trace of invisible agent shows 2 fulfilments, so if only
those traces were taken into account then GP3 is satisfied. But the number of fulfilments should be
higher than all other traces. The trace of the inactive agent shows 22 fulfilments which is higher, so
therefore GP3 is also not satisfied.
6.2.2 Test case 2
Like in test case 1, the most crucial property that needs to hold is the global property GP1 for the
active agent trace. Figure D.8 shows for every observed norm violation the agent gives a sanction and
the user reputation is decreased, which satisfy IP1 and IP3. And for every observed norm fulfilment
the agent gives a reward and the user reputation is increased, this satisfies IP2 and IP4, which also
means that global property GP1 holds.
Also for this test case the numbers of the traces from this test case, shown in figure D.10 and figure
D.8, have been specified. This specification is shown in table 6.2.
Active In-active
Participants 8 8
Violations 1 3
Fulfilments 6 6
Table 6.2: Result test case 2
The numbers from this table show that both effectiveness properties are satisfied, because the
number of violations is higher in the trace of the active agent than in the trace of the in-active agent,
which satisfies global property GP2. And the number of norm fulfilments is in both traces 6, which
satisfies global property GP3.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
Based on the results described in the previous chapter 6 there can now be concluded whether the
research goals described in section 1.4 are achieved. This chapter will discuss whether this is case.
This chapter will also describe other unforeseen conclusions which have been deducted from the results.
7.1 Research question
To test if the research goal of this thesis is achieved, the research question needs to be answered with
yes. So, is the normative multi-agent system able to help maintain the social laws of a virtual society?
Like section 1.4 describes this question, this question has been divided into two sub-research questions.
And as section 4.2 described these questions can be answered by satisfying all three TTL properties.
The results show in section 6.2 that the global property GP1 holds, but the that global properties
GP2 and GP3 do not hold in test case 1. So based on this there can be concluded that a normative
agent is capable of recognizing human norms and violations of these norms, but this normative agent
was not able to enforce human users to abide the social rules or norms.
However if we look at the reason why the global properties GP2 and GP3 do not hold, then
we can say that this is not entirely true. The results shown in table 6.1 show that the number of
violations is higher and the number of fulfilments is lower in the active trace opposed to the inactive
trace. But if we take into account that the users are children, we can conclude that this is typical
behavior of children. Because children always try to find the boundaries of what they are allowed
to do and what they are not allowed to do. After a while the children should know the boundaries
and then the number of violations should decrease. If we take into account that the active agent was
in the world before the inactive agent, we can see that the number of violations decreased over time
but by then the inactive agent was in the world. This behavior also occurred in the pre-test, if we
look at the behavior of the user karmijn in the pre-test shown in figure D.11. Here you see that she
continuously followed the agent around in the world, even though she received punishment for these
actions. She continued these actions until the punishment became high enough, because the figure
shows she stopped following, when she was removed from the game. And also in this case, after being
removed from the game she started performing norm fulfilling behavior. So given that children need
to find out how far they can go with authority, we can say that the normative agent is able to enforce
users to abide the social rules, but given a certain amount of time.
There can also be another explanation for the fact that the users performed less violations and
more fulfilments. Namely, that the users got bored because the agent was not responding to their
violations anymore. So the agents were not interacting with the users socially anymore, which caused
the users to lose interest in the agent. However the results of the second test case do not support this
theory. They in fact support the first theory, because in the second test case all the global properties
were satisfied. In the second test case the inactive agent was first let into the world and the active
agent second. So if the second theory were to be correct the in-active agent would be boring to the
users, so there should be less violations and more fulfilments than when the active agent is present.
The table 6.2 shows that this is not the case. The results of the second test case were however not
very conclusive, because the number of actions during this test case was lower than expected, so there
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was not a real significant difference between the numbers. So to really prove this theory another test
would be necessary (i.e. a test with an agent which gives less higher punishments, to see if the number
of violations increases in the same way as the active agent).
7.2 Agent presence
If we assume that the first theory of the previous section is true, than there is another interesting
conclusion which can be made. If the first theory would be true than the whole process of abiding the
norms can be seen as classical conditioning. In that case the giving of a reward would be the uncon-
ditioned stimulus and the presence of the agent would be conditioned stimulus. And the performing
of the norm fulfilling action would be the conditioned response. So after a while the user should give
a conditioned response based on only the conditioned stimulus. The results shown of this test case in
table 6.1 show that this indeed is the case, because the number of violations is lower and the number
of fulfilments is higher in the inactive agent trace. So this means that the users were being conditioned
in the active trace, which explains the lower number of norm fulfilments. And in the inactive trace the
users were conditioned, which explains the higher number of norm fulfilments. The same holds for the
violations, but then the unconditional stimulus is the giving of a punishment, the conditional stimulus
is the presence of the agent and the conditional response is the not performing of the norm violation.
So based on this we can conclude that the abiding of the norms by the users becomes conditioned
behavior. Which would make this a very effective way of managing the norms of a virtual society.
7.3 Social activities
This still leaves the issue of why the number of actions was very limited during the second test case.
If the amount of actions during the second test case is compared to the amount of the first test case
with respect to the time, then we could say that the number of activities if not low. However since
the second test case was a controlled setup, a larger number of actions was expected. The reason why
this was the case can be deducted from the invisible trace from the first test case. This trace shows
that the number of actions was also very low. But the log files of the experiment show that the users
which were present in the world, were not in the world simultaneously. And since the agent was also
invisible, it was not possible that any social activities took place. In section 2.1 was described that
norms are social laws, so that means that if there are no social activities it is not possible to violate
or fulfil norms. This explains why there were so few activities in the trace of the invisible agent in the
first test case. This also explains why there were so few activities is the second test case, because in
the second test case a search quest was held to create a controlled setup. This also caused the users
to interact less with each other, because they were too focussed on winning the search quest.
The traces of the active and inactive agents in the first test case also show that the users started
interacting with the agent socially, so in a way there can be concluded that the agent invokes social
activities which cause the norm violations. But as we concluded in the previous sections, over time
the agent also causes the number of norm violations to decrease.
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Appendix A
Behavior pattern examples AIML
The behavior types greet, insulting and compliment simply match a pattern to identify the behavior
type. The behavior type help needs some rules to identify the behavior type.
Greet
<aiml>
<category>
<pattern>HI</pattern>
<template>observation_result(performed(user1, greet))</template>
</category>
</aiml>
Insulting
<aiml>
<category>
<pattern>LOSER</pattern>
<template>observation_result(performed(user1, insulting))</template>
</category>
</aiml>
Compliment
<aiml>
<category>
<pattern>* IS SO COOL</pattern>
<template>observation_result(performed(user1, compliment))</template>
</category>
</aiml>
Help
The agent first identifies is a user U1 asks a question to user U2. This is done with the following
pattern and rule:
<aiml>
<category>
<pattern>WHAT *</pattern>
<template>observation_result(ask_question(U1, U2))</template>
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</category>
</aiml>
if observation_result(ask_question(U1, U2))
then belief(ask_question(U1,U2))
Second the agent needs to detect if user U2 responds and thus gave a possible solution. This is done
with the following pattern:
<aiml>
<category>
<pattern>*</pattern>
<template>observation_result(talk_to(user1, user2))</template>
</category>
</aiml>
if observation_result(talk_to(U2, U1))
and belief(ask_question(U1,U2))
then belief(gave_possible_solution(U2, U1))
And last if the agent sees that the user U1 thanks user U2 it can conclude that user U2 was helpful
to user U1 and therefore needs to receive a reward. This is done with the following pattern and rule:
<aiml>
<category>
<pattern>THANK YOU</pattern>
<template>observation_result(thank(user1, user2))</template>
</category>
</aiml>
if observation_result(thank(U1, U2))
and belief(gave_possible_solution(U2, U1))
then belief(performed(U2, help))
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Appendix B
Jason implementation normative
BDI-rules
// Initialize the initial beliefs
// Constants
user_rep_d(0.2).
// Add the Sorts
// Actions
action(follow).
action(leave).
action(target_user).
action(outing).
action(insulting).
action(not_greet).
action(not_question_respond).
action(arguing).
action(compliment).
action(greet).
action(help).
action(report_violation).
action(question_respond).
// Norms
norm(treat_respectfully).
norm(discuss_respectfully).
norm(communicate_openly).
norm(respect_privacy).
norm(uphold_society).
// Sanction
sanction(decrease_social_status).
sanction(warning).
sanction(lose_energy).
sanction(lose_nuggets).
sanction(kick_from_world).
sanction(ban_from_world).
sanction(kick_from_game).
sanction(ban_from_game).
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// Rewards
reward(increase_social_status).
reward(compliment).
reward(receive_nuggets).
reward(receive_energy).
reward(receive_rocket).
reward(receive_exclusive_item).
// set characteristic
own_characteristic(fair).
// Norm violation beliefs
belief(violate_norm(follow, treat_respectfully, 0.2)).
belief(violate_norm(leave, communicate_openly, 0.1)).
belief(violate_norm(target_user, treat_respectfully, 0.5)).
belief(violate_norm(outing, respect_privacy, 0.6)).
belief(violate_norm(insulting, treat_respectfully, 0.5)).
belief(violate_norm(not_greet, communicate_openly, 0.1)).
belief(violate_norm(not_question_respond, communicate_openly, 0.1)).
belief(violate_norm(arguing, discuss_respectfully, 0.7)).
// Norm fulfillment beliefs
belief(fulfill_norm(compliment, treat_respectfully, 0.3)).
belief(fulfill_norm(greet, communicate_openly, 0.1)).
belief(fulfill_norm(help, treat_respectfully, 0.6)).
belief(fulfill_norm(report_violation, uphold_society, 0.5)).
belief(fulfill_norm(question_respond, communicate_openly, 0.2)).
// Sanction beliefs
belief(sanction_applicable_to(decrease_user_rep, treat_respectfully, weight(0.0, 1.0))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(warning, treat_respectfully, weight(0.0, 0.5))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(kick_from_game, treat_respectfully, weight(0.5, 0.7))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(ban_from_game, treat_respectfully, weight(0.7, 1.0))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(decrease_user_rep, communicate_openly, weight(0.0, 1.0))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(warning, communicate_openly, weight(0.6, 1.0))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(decrease_user_rep, respect_privacy, weight(0.0, 1.0))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(warning, respect_privacy, weight(0.0, 0.2))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(lose_energy, respect_privacy, weight(0.2, 0.3))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(lose_nuggets, respect_privacy, weight(0.3, 0.4))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(kick_from_game, respect_privacy, weight(0.4, 0.6))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(ban_from_game, respect_privacy, weight(0.7, 1.0))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(decrease_user_rep, discuss_respectfully, weight(0.0, 1.0))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(warning, discuss_respectfully, weight(0.0, 0.2))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(lose_energy, discuss_respectfully, weight(0.2, 0.4))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(lose_nuggets, discuss_respectfully, weight(0.4, 0.6))).
belief(sanction_applicable_to(kick_from_world, discuss_respectfully, weight(0.6, 1.0))).
// Reward beliefs
belief(reward_applicable_to(increase_user_rep, treat_respectfully, weight(0.0, 1.0))).
belief(reward_applicable_to(compliment, treat_respectfully, weight(0.0, 0.5))).
belief(reward_applicable_to(receive_energy, treat_respectfully, weight(0.5, 0.6))).
belief(reward_applicable_to(receive_rocket, treat_respectfully, weight(0.6, 0.7))).
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belief(reward_applicable_to(receive_exclusive_item, treat_respectfully, weight(0.7, 0.8))).
belief(reward_applicable_to(increase_user_rep, communicate_openly, weight(0.0, 1.0))).
belief(reward_applicable_to(increase_user_rep, uphold_society, weight(0.0, 1.0))).
// Sanction performed beliefs
belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, 0)).
belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, 0)).
belief(added_sanction_action_weight(Ac, N, 0)).
// ---- Intial plans ----//
!init.
!count_mean_sanction_action_performed.
!start.
+!init : true
<- for(action(Ac)) {
for(norm(N)) {
+belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, 0));
+belief(added_sanction_action_weight(Ac, N, 0));
+belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, 0))
}
}.
//----- belief generation ---//
// belief generation user reputation
+observation_result(user_join(Ag)) : not belief(user_exists(Ag))
<- +belief(user_rep(Ag, 1.0));
+belief(user_exists(Ag)).
// Belief generation
+observation_result(performed(U, Ac)) : true
<- +belief(performed(U, Ac)).
// Sanction Action generation
+belief(performed(U, Ac)): belief(violate_norm(Ac, N, W1)) &
belief(added_sanction_action_weight(Ac, N, Aw)) &
desire(maintain(N)) & belief(user_rep(U, R1)) &
.findall(S, belief(sanction_applicable_to(S, N, weight(W2, W3))) &
W2 < 1 - ((1-(W1 + Aw)) * R1) & W3 >= 1 - ((1-(W1 + Aw)) * R1), L)
<- -belief(performed(U, Ac));
+belief(sanction_action_performed(Ac, N));
+belief(sanction_action_performed_by_user(Ac, N, U));
for ( .member(X,L) ) {
+perform(sanction(X, U, Ac))
}.
// Reward Action generation
+belief(performed(U, Ac)): belief(fulfill_norm(Ac, N, W1)) & desire(maintain(N)) &
belief(user_rep(U, R1)) &
.findall(Rew, belief(reward_applicable_to(Rew, N, weight(W2, W3))) &
W2 < W1 * R1 & W3 >= W1 * R1, L)
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<- -belief(performed(U, Ac));
+belief(reward_action_performed(Ac, N, U));
for ( .member(X,L) ) {
+perform(reward(X, U, Ac))
}.
// Sanction performed belief update
+belief(sanction_action_performed(Ac, N)) : belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, T))
<- -+belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, T+1)).
+!count_mean_sanction_action_performed : true
// the agent will wait for 1000 milsec * 60 = 1min * 5 = 5min.
<- .wait(1000 * 60 * 5);
for(action(Ac)) {
for(norm(N)) {
?belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, T));
?belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, Mt));
-belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, _));
-belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, _));
+belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, (T+Mt) /2));
+belief(nr_of_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, 0))
}
};
!!count_mean_sanction_action_performed.
// Sanction action added weight
+belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, Mt)) : Mt == 0
<- -belief(added_sanction_action_weight(Ac, N, _));
+belief(added_sanction_action_weight(Ac, N, 0)).
+belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, Mt)) : Mt - 10 / 100 > 0
<- -belief(added_sanction_action_weight(Ac, N, _));
+belief(added_sanction_action_weight(Ac, N, (Mt-10) / 100)).
+belief(mean_sanction_action_performed(Ac, N, Mt)) : Mt - 10 / 100 < 0
<- -belief(added_sanction_action_weight(Ac, N, _));
+belief(added_sanction_action_weight(Ac, N, 0)).
// User reputation belief update
+perform(sanction(decrease_user_rep, U, A)) : belief(sanction_action_performed_by_user(Ac, N, U))
& belief(violate_norm(Ac, N, W))
<- -perform(sanction(decrease_user_rep, U, A));
+belief(decrease_user_rep_weight(U, W)).
+perform(reward(increase_user_rep, U, A)) : belief(reward_action_performed(Ac, N, U)) &
belief(fulfill_norm(Ac, N, W))
<- -perform(reward(increase_user_rep, U, A));
+belief(increase_user_rep_weight(U, W)).
+perform(sanction(S, U, A)) : true
<- -perform(sanction(S, U, A));
perform(sanction(S, U, A)).
+perform(reward(S, U, A)) : true
<- -perform(reward(S, U, A));
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perform(reward(S, U, A)).
+belief(decrease_user_rep_weight(U, W)) : belief(user_rep(U, R)) &
user_rep_d(D) & R - (D * W) >= 0
<- -+belief(user_rep(U, R - (D * W))).
+belief(decrease_user_rep_weight(U, W)) : belief(user_rep(U, R)) &
user_rep_d(D) & R - (D * W) < 0
<- -+belief(user_rep(U, 0.0)).
+belief(increase_user_rep_weight(U, W)) : belief(user_rep(U, R)) &
user_rep_d(D) & R + (D * W) <= 1.0
<- -+belief(user_rep(U, R + (D * W))).
+belief(increase_user_rep_weight(U, W)) : belief(user_rep(U, R)) &
user_rep_d(D) & R + (D * W) > 1.0
<- -+belief(user_rep(U, 1.0)).
// Desire generation
+own_characteristic(fair) : true
<- for(norm(X)) {
+desire(maintain(X))
}.
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Appendix C
Jason implementation
Non-normative BDI-rules
// ----- Non normative rules ----- //
//------ Question respond reasoning -------------//
+observation_result(ask_question(U1, U2)) : true
<- -observation_result(ask_question(U1, U2));
+belief(ask_question(U1, U2)).
+observation_result(talk_to(U1, U2)) : belief(ask_question(U2, U1))
<- -observation_result(talk_to(U1, U2));
-belief(ask_question(U2, U1));
+belief(gave_possible_solution(U1, U2)).
+observation_result(thank(U1, U2)) : belief(gave_possible_solution(U2, U1))
<- -observation_result(thank(U1, U2));
-belief(gave_possible_solution(U2, U1));
+observation_result(performed(U2, help)).
//------ Agent communication ------//
+communicated(user_join(U)): not belief(user_exists(U))
<- +belief(user_exists(U));
+belief(user_rep(U, 1.0)).
+communicated(user_rep_update(U, R1))[source(A)] : belief(user_rep(U, R2))
<- -belief(user_rep(U, R2));
+belief(user_rep(U, R1)).
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Appendix D
LEADSTO traces
Simulation trace
Figure D.1: Simulation trace (part1)
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Figure D.2: Simulation trace (part2)
Test case 1 trace
Figure D.3: Invisible agent trace (part1)
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Figure D.4: Invisible agent trace (part2)
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Figure D.5: Active agent trace (part1)
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Figure D.6: Active agent trace (part2)
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Figure D.7: Active agent trace
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Test case 2 trace
Figure D.8: Active agent trace (part1)
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Figure D.9: Active agent trace (part2)
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Figure D.10: Inactive agent trace
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Pre-test trace
Figure D.11: Pre-test agent trace (part1)
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Figure D.12: Pre-test agent trace (part2)
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Appendix E
TTL properties
Figure E.1: TTL GP1
Figure E.2: TTL GP2 and GP3
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Figure E.3: TTL internal properties
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